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NADSA'S PRESIDENT RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT 1970
GREETS DELEGATES Excerpts from the Address to the General Session of the Convention of the

Speech Communication Assoeiation

Editor's Note: Allen Williams, Pres- '''^'^ ^""^ »«- ' ' ^ ^ ^ty''"^' '''''"'"''''"' ' ' ' ' " ' "

'D^matt t d "Sê ecĥ ' A^n^ l̂̂ l̂ end:] '^«- '^ -̂ «'^""'' ^'^^'"'''"'

N^eV Orlians "conlemioT'lunlTeo^n 'on Vice-President Howell, Mr. Mayor, vidual we owe the opportunity which
December 29. The text of his remarks Ladies and Gentlemen: the new name and new constitution
follows. Williams, a member of the Welcome to the first annual meet- altord us. . . .
Gramhling College faculty, is currently ing of the Speech Communication As- And now, in ^^^^j/f°'"^;'"^^^^7P/^;
on leave to continue graduate study at sociation. May you all speak, communi- of valedictory, I would turn to retrospect
Indiana University. cate, and associate to your satisfaction and prospect and speak of the scholar-

and profit - in both the hard, real world ship and the teaching in our Association
Mr. President, Officers and mem- of professional discourse and the friv- and our professions.

sociation. Ladies and Gentlemen, I bring and the Sugar Bowl. . . . as one or two may vaguely remember,
you greetings from the National Associ- Under the circumstances of the our first national organization - in spite
ation of Dramatic and Speech Arts, present time in American society and of the sterile establishmentarianism
(NADSA). the world at large, in the context of the which is now freely charged upon us —

The National Association of Dra- toil and trouble of educational trans- was conceived in discontent, was ges-
matic and Speech Arts is a professional formation and of student and faculty tated in rebellion, and was born in
affiliation of teachers, students, tech- insureence, in the midst of reconstruc- secession, in the years i91o and 1914. 1
nicians, and craftsmen of the theatre, tion within our national association and was not then a teacher of speech, but I
and allied areas of interest. NADSA was centrifugal flight throughout our profes- was an amenable speaker of pieces in
founded in 1936 through the efforts of sions, I find it a very formidable under- the elementary school classroom, to the
one man — Dr. S. Randolph Edmonds. taking and a humbling responsibility to satisfaction of my parents and the edi-

INA-UoA s general purpose is to address a hody ot my educational col- caiiu loi iiie envy oi my cia»b-
provide a professional organization for leagues. I find it easy to search for wis- mates. Perhaps in that capacity I was a
teachers and students of the theatre and dom, hut hard to come by any. Fortu- small contributor, by negative example,
the communicative arts. More specifi- nately, however, our President's Ad- to the radical reform taking place in the
cally the purpose of NADSA is two- dress occupies the chronologic position, teaching and among the teachers of

and conduct of programs in theatre and spirit, of valedictory rather than inau- fathers arose from the preoccupation of
communicative arts at member institu- gural. The President does not hazard a departments and teachers of English

and professional experience for students laying planks in a platform* he need not ^^ the other with non-orality in practical
of these schools which have interest in make promises for a future which he discourse. The rebellion grew within

on a glorious past and Council of Teachers of English until

cisive instrument. . . . might now call teachers of s
This past year has been busy and <="se me, communication), a

from all over America. have been many distinguishing events walked out and formed the National As-

of college and university faculties'^i^ tl̂ e stage National Project on Rhetoric is'̂ '̂ of •i'̂  Speaking (NAATPS), separating
specialized areas of theatre and com- special importance. The development themselves from the NCTE and the

!!^m"m'un'i7ativ?ans L'm'ea'n" aU '̂divî - fmmeZte \7 at thiT cTvendon'Vow- A precedent waŝ  well set by those
sions of speech and drama curricula. In ever, is the transformation we are Seventeen Who Made History, as the
j j - u J J - f u u • • • » • rl late Andrew Weaver railed them in an

addition teachers and directors oi nign managing in our organization anu our »i«i.v̂  r^i^ixuK^ry T* v^a^y^^ y.aii\^\^ Ln^m m an
school speech and drama programs and mode of functioning. We here are in the article in QJS. That precedent has
those who are interested in theatre and first critical phase of learning to re- animated us repeatedly over the years,
communicative arts regardless of train- arrange and regroup ourselves to ad- and I hope that we will never abandon
ing or specialized interest may join. vantage, to reform the manner and 't- Healthy discontent — and even un-

NADSA is divided into five geo- means of conducting our affairs, and to healthy — is the fuel of change, and
graphical regions: Northeastern, North- reconceive and modernize the ends and even of improvement. I hope that it will
Southwestern. Programs in each region our social transactions. The way is now there is call for rebellion, because vested'

Activities at this level traditionally in- in the association alone can open it, for ^^ not overthrown. I trust, however, tbat
elude exchange programs within states, facilitating — though obviously not secession will not hecome the common
and regionwide conferences. The As- guaranteeing — the achievement of that recourse of impatient dissidence. Frac-
sociation meets as a conference hody rebirth and redirection for which Doug- tionation, as we may have learned

las Ehninger pleaded two years ago. To • j .
continued, page 9 him more than to any other one indi- continued, page 4
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Bryant, continued from page 3 So the discontent, the rebellion, the our self-proclaimed f

through our own history, i . • them! — hrought the positive achieve- nalism, for example, and of some of our
J A- ment of which we are the fortunate own professional progeny hke AblA,
d uis- • T i i i • ACTJA J T/~'A J •

legatees It brought also it see
Our associational forefatbei

, II n ] t A A "^'^ "'**' iamers noi oniy anjurea iwrought well. Over a couple of decades ., . ,• t u^ , . . .' J ,• sterile, non-relevant practices ol thiI nf>v nroiitTnl into American enucalion . ^̂  .. . . . . ,..they brought
h

ASHA, and ICA, and more exploi

talized
first fathers not only ahjured the teaching, scholarship, and .service. Noth-

raging
parents in English and in the Spec

„ , . , I I I - J pareiiis iii iZiiii'iisii aiiu in me opeecn man me iwo naiionai conierences, on
te rch i rTrub l i c 'Umni i ?on ' ' 'T rey ^''' Association, hut in their eagerness behavioral studies and on rhetoric,

teiitial of a revived Aristot̂ elianism — or j ^ ^ ^ verhal felicity in their teaching and speec'lf^drTm" ^om'munication associa-

id^^Xdo; : :^^ aft::̂ : ce::̂ u; t-;:^:^^;:^::::::^^^ S: "z^iX^i^^^^o^:::^ i - - ^ ^
or so of obscurity, of the implications ol « i r i i• f ill- J- u A professors thereof seemed to take too of teaching,
a rhetoric of public discourse above and n • • • i . ica^^mng.
beyond the familiar rhetoric of poetry— crtion''"TrcriebVl"e''t'hei*resca°Tl"(rm treaso.r(^s""Erns'h"over'"7in"'s'^'ll' "f
of literature. The new rhetorical studies ^j^^ confines of the purely Hter'̂ ary an"!! my^'long" domefti'c'atior'among'pmfe"-
throve here and there throughout Amer- ^^ preoccupation with style and de- sors of literature), no apostle of a bland
lean Academia — at Cornell and Iowa, .. r , . i f .K • l • j j- " u u f ii
f l wr' • J liji' i> • livery, some oi our proiessionat lathers nutriment skimmed trom the best ol all
or example, at Wisconsin and M.chi- A t A t ( lU t u- ( u l " u T j • icp . -lU H , H J seemed to advocate tor the teaching ot the elegant arts ; but 1 do permit myselt

gan, at frincelon with Hoyt Hudson ^ y^ ̂  ^j^j ^^ work-a-day Stanislav- puhlicly to deplore the proud, self-
though not at Harvard and Yale. A need skyism: think the thought, feel the feel- satisfied ignorance of hunianistic in-
Trelte'd'^Its monumei^ts thou h^not^so '"S' ^^ ^^^ P'^'"^""' ' '"^ the rest will take heritance which I find too often in un-

are subjects of rightful pride in our pro- ^J)i "^duca'Jed'' iTTihrr'aJ st̂ udiTŝ  Tnd rheto'ric^'^anr'publk Td'd^ss °and'~t^he
fess.on. You are fam.l.ar with them. I ^^ough they could deny their allegiance sciences of communication, and even,
grew up among them. they could not expunge their heritage. mtrabie dictu, in theatre and interpreta-

In teaching, too, Iresh develop- But their students and their students' tion! Nor do I seek my comfort in nos-
ments began, for our professions have students were under no such restraint. talgia for the good old times: in a neo-

sionYlndTnl sLondari^rresea^rc'h'"''ro'" • ^" "'^°' '" ' '^ 'P ~ ' " rhetoric and Aristotelian Nirvana. Congressman

fes'on"' N° w'teX"ok"Ver" wrUtenTn ZTZs 7ixV^J,1"TfecT by 'Sudsrs Re'puhlTcan's'o'f New' Yo°rk'°go'e'̂ \7itt"e
new principles, contemporary p.sycho- "Field of Rhetoric" in 1923 and too far- "Gen t l emen " Howard
logical principles. As Camphell, Blai^,, Wichelns' "Literary Criticism of Ora- Bruhaker paraphrased him as saying,
Kames, Priestly, et al had done in the tory" in 1925. Those two essays, and "Fixing our eveŝ  upon our glorious past
eighteenth century, so, for example, did especially Wichelns', were landmark let us hack forward into the future'''
"'• ind Woolhert in the twentieth. manifestoes for the new study and I must admit, however, that though
Only this time the ba.sis was not the ialogue, I
refurhished faculty psychology of also have had the effect of undergirding |ove Crassus more. I therefore wish fo.
Christian Woolf, or Hartleyan asso- a comfortahle conviction that we did not our professions not less expertise, hut
cianism, bul the pragmatic psychology need our old connections, or any others more learning; not less emphasis on re-
of William James or Watsonian be- for that matter, and that we were en- search (or even REsearch), hut deeper
hav.or.sm, or Gestall theory. UUed to academic respectability and development of humane scholarship;

Histor.cal-rhetorical-dramat.c stud- honor because we said so. not less enthusiasm for contemporary
ies managed to get along well with Whatever the causes and however studies-for the application of our fine
scientific, psychological explication and just the claim, I have heen disturhed techniques to the exciting, immediate,
teaching of communication in the As- over the years at the large amount of pressing social prohlems and issues of
sociation and in schoots and universi- space in our publications devoted to re- today—but more concern to support

wi'th ""h S o lica'fneuro^/ricaril'ud'irs' P'"'"'^''.'"^ """ "^"^^'"^ °"'" "^'''^'^'^''^ ^"^h enthusiasm, study, and involve-
r J tD & enemies, ana tne volumes oi gas irient with the resources oi perspective

in speech correction. Perhaps that was released in our conventions over the and depth of context. There is eminent
hecause the practitioners were young rightful place denied to Speech in the good sense in Hannah Arendt's call,
and '""ocent or were aii outcasts to- educational family and over the just quoted by Larry Rosenfield at our last
gether, hut 1 don t think so. I think that position of our departments and our as- summer's conference, for erudition and
a more fundamenta reason for what I sociations in the academic and scholarly not "original scholarship" only. Per-
remember as mutual support (tbough it pecking order. haps some of us are wrong in supposing
may have heen only mutual disregard) is Perhaps I exaggerate our defensive that we can see far because we stand on
that the scientist-pedagogue and the self-depreciation. I hope so. In fact 1 the shoulders of giants; perhaps, as
h.stonan-theorist-crifc (often m the think that I hear now less talk of the alleged, they were really only pygmies,
same person) were hoth generating new injustice and contempt of our "enemies" though I do not altogether agree Bu
views of the study of verhal, especially ^^d "opponents," and more talk of the even calling them pygmies is a sort of
oral, communication, and new insights remediahle ignorance and the correcta-
into the contemporary processes and the J,ie misconceptions of our "colleagues"
historical phenomena. in other studies; less dogged defense of continued, page 7
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professions—the Hudsons, the Hunts, ^al, and to separate those disciplines whatever means are available, is to be
the Baldwins, the Coopers and Caplans, from the scientific. I suspect, therefore supplanted by the continued measure-
the Bairds, the Wichelnses, to mention that if for no other reason, you may ment of manufactured phenomena in
some from an older generation—in think that I am moving towards ad- manufactured situations. I do not here
school, college, and university; and vocating revival in new contexts of the characterize the view held by the best
there are such today. I could name a few academic connections which our first of the scientists in our profession, for
if pressed—you, for example. But I think fathers intentionally broke, that I would they are new men with old backgrounds
that tney are getting tewer, proportion- wish to shore the hunmnistic in our pro- and the wisdom of perspective and en-
ately at least, and I do not find in that fessions against inundation by the so- larged view. But their students, the gen-
a neaittiy trend. cial-beliavioral-scieiitific. No dotibt I am eration of new men without old back-

In seeking to restore and preserve and no doubt I would. But I would no grounds, have no such inhibition, no

scholar, I would not enshrine the gen- archy after the rebellion (or the old No harm, perhaps. But let us remember
eralist on the one hand or the pedant on union after the seoes.sioii) than I would that ritual is ritual, sterility is sterility,
the other. We have had and we do have \^^y^ aftgr 1914. Change is opportunity for improvement,
generalists a-plenty, and inevitably so. Xbe rebel-secessionists of 1914 and but no guarantee of it.
Tbe good teacher of public speaking, jj^^jj. immediate followers, as I have I will not presume upon your pa-
debate, oral interpretation, discussion, g^jj^ generated a vital new scholarship tience at this time by entering extensive-
voice and phonetics, drama and theatre, ^^^ ^^^ teaching. But new views and ly into the prolific new discussion of the
in his daily preoccupation with the ^ ^ ^ insights grow "weary, stale, flat, conflict between the social-behavioral
eternal sophomore, must have ready ^ ^ ^ unprofitable"—that is, sterile and and tbe historical-critical in our profes-
knowledge of most of life. And in the stereotyped—faster and faster as social sions, and of the potentials for recon-
other direction, pedantry is the blind- ^nd intellectual change accelerates. ciling the divergencies. Many of the
ness of learning and erudition, not their Methods and modes of approach to young and bright among our colleagues
necessary consequence. Nor are the prohlems of scholarship and teaching are taking the problem seriously and the
erudite, the learned as I see them, uni- j ^ y t^^^ ritualistic or mechanical wisest of them are on the track of new
versal scholars. The possibility of any l^^i^ unventuresome, unimaginative jointly-found harmony,
such died if not with Aristotle or Bacon ^gg "Generation" slows up or stops but One would be silly to make believe
then with Diderot and the Grand Ency- teaching and research go on, repeating that there is not a kind of warfare of
clopedla. The learned man whom I seek g^j repeating themselves. Discontent new and old, of ancient and modern, of
does not take all knowledge for his g^j rebellion seem called for anew. "science and religion," among the stu-
province, us Alexander took all the go during the 195O's and 196O's we dents of speech communication. When

H I f U- D ^ .!_ I J * l , « 1 . . I l l 1 •

o lor nis. Dui ine leorncci inaii, tut; have sensed widespread weariness and nave there not t)een some good, stimu"
erudite, is broadly, deeply, wisely at disillusionment (which you may suppose lating quarrels? In my youth they were
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^'^ Oti tttG pGrtifiGfit KfiotvlG(t^€ oj that I do not altogether share) with the there, hut as I recall, the issues were not
his province, and of the provinces ad- familiar pursuit of rhetorical studies and whether speech scientists or humanists
jacent to his and allied to his, and of the with time-tried practices in teaching the rode the wave of the future, hut whether
intellectual context from which his essentials of intelligent, sensible, order- the future of speech education or

and consequence. He is no peddler of la'teness. This widespread reaction'To or Cornell, to LSU or OSU, to Densmore
the facile dodge, I don t need to know jj^^ limitations and misapprehensions of or Mabie. Now the disagreements are
it if I know who does or where to find customary studies sought its new direc- more consequential and more serious
i t" He is no horrnwer or thif'f of his ^"=i""""r OLUUII,» si^ugiii .1:5 c u.icc j n f 1 -11 • .•
It. ne IS no borrower or thiel 01 nis tion in enthusiastic resort to immature and call for some mutual illumination
scholarly substance, but the owner not jf ^^^ premature behavioral science. The among the specialists of hoth kinds,
only of the tools of his trade but the ^^^, Aristotelian rhetoric of the '2O's and Something of the sort can be stimulated
material of his calling—or he is the pur- >3Q,J, ^ ^ J JJ^^ ^^^ psychological peda- without anyone's loss of integrity, for
chaser at the cost of his own study. We „£ f^^t t i ^e had to be replaced, in example, in the new structure of SCA,
recognize him, we admire himL, we envy th ' ' f - f nH ' t* 1 f
him; but we do not meet him daily thinkers', by behaviord'^science in com- search, development, an'd teaching-
quarterly in our journals. • j j,a,,g 'eat hopes for the new SCA

We are of the learned professions, " "Replaced"-there, I think, is the Division of Rhetorical and Communica-
as teachers and students at whatever crux of the problem. The mistake of our tion Theory as the French Academy of
story in the educational edifice, and un- fathers is made over again. The new the '7O's It arrives on the scene at the
less some of us—many I should say— view is not to correct, reform, rebuild
pursue learning—erudition—, and un- and enlarge the old. It is to secede from
less all of us honor and cherish it, we the old, to ahrogate history, and to deny continued, page 8
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Bryant, continued from page 7 declaration and to begin in the 197O's Summer, continued from page 1
to fulfill its promise

opportune time. Behavioral science in I would conclude _ . . by quoting an ^^. p^j^^^^ ^ j^f^ Department of
Speech Communication was born-or acquaintance from whom I have prof- gp^^^^ University of Texas, Austin,
I had better say "made his barmitzvah" ited much m long familianty-tdmund ^^^^^ .^Q^^^. Additional information
- a t New Orleans in 1968; and un- B">-ke. ^1,^^^ ^1^^ 19^1 Summer Conference will
questionably a rejuvenated, forward- ^ , r j r̂  , j be distributed to all members in early
looking rhetoric is arising from the . Qv.I freedom [he wrote m 1777 dur- .,
Bitzer Project of this year. The colors of mg the madness of the war with the
the rhetorical plumage coming from the colonies] . . . is not, as many have
aviaries of Wingspread and Pheasant endeavored to persuade you, a thing ^ A ., L I
Run are already visible in the Official that lies hid in the depth of abstruse Institute Directory Available
Report of the Rhetoric Project—and they science. It is a blessing and a benefit. Reprints of the 1971 Directory of
are brilliant. Even before the full pub- n"* «" abstract speculation; and all ^.^^ 3^^^^, Summer Speech Institutes
lished volume from the Project appears the just reasoning that can be upon it ^jjj j ^ ^ available in late February from
in April, I urge you to beg, borrow, or i« of so coarse a texture as perfectly ^ j j^^ Kennedy, Department of Speech-
steal a copy of the twenty-paged, mi- t" «"'* the ordinary capacities of those Communication, University of Toledo,
meographed document, whoever you >̂ ho are to enjoy, and of those who T^^I^^O, Ohio 43606. Please enclose ten
are and whatever your "interest group." ««•« t° defend it. Far from any re- ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^ j j ; ^ ^̂ ^̂ ^
Read it with care and meditate upon it semblance to those propositions in ^ j ^ ^ Directory, prepared under the
with active and open mind. I think you geometry and metaphysics which ad- ^^ ̂ ^^ g^^ £^/^^^ ^^^ ^^^
will find it the abstract of a manifesto ^]^ "» medium, but must be true or universities that have reported sponsor-
for a new humanism in the study and ^ '̂̂ ^ m all their latitude, social and ĵ̂ j ^^ j^j j^ ̂ ^^^^, j^ institutes and
teaching of communication. Even if you "v.l freedom are variously mixed and ^^^^^ workshops for the summer of
are too busy with your own vital prob- modified, enjoyed in very different ^^^j g^^j, information as the mailing
lems-of devising an interdisciplinary degrees, and shaped into an infinite ^j j^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ name of the director in
student-oriented format for your course diversity of forms, according to the ^^^ .̂̂ ^ ^^^ included along with the dates
in voice and diction, of finding and test- temper and circumstances of every ^nd a brief description of the instruc-
ing hypotheses about source-credibility community. tional program and entrance require-
in guerilla theatre, of classifying the ments.
semantic-phonemic segments in the For us here and now, in our condition ..«..^^»«^—^^^«^i.^^».
poems of Dylan Thomas, or applyine and in our circumstances, I would ex- w/ • . » / - ' • n *
Chi-square to Union Square-if you are tend Burke's civil and social freedom to n,en7lTLmTul^ZlZTlilikoi!lta!e
too husy with such things to go through comprehend professional freedom and an?versity,"'NZ''r^ll" TlUnois TlWl ']or
the whole twenty pages, then read at scholarly wisdom. . , t b t hi h'b
least the excerpts in the December On another occasion. Burke wrote: 'uogr^licpublication edit^Vy l/illiam
Spectra or pages 18 and 19 of the Re- ' People will not look forward to pos- E^irnoldand Thomas A. McCain.
port, the section called "The Project in terity who never look backward to their
Relation to the Public Interest." You ancestors." In my Retrospect and Pro- '
will he shaken, and you will be re- spect I have sought both views. And According to a recent dispatch from
warded. You will read that: now. My Colleagues, Associates, and Reuters, the Japanese Health and Wei-

Friends, may I thank you for placing fare Ministry has released the results
Were the judgments of our con- "PO" me the obligation to contemplate of a study that shows that of a large

ferences accepted, sweeping changes our condition anew, and to articulate sampling of persons who died at age 90
would be necessary throughout the today some of the yield from that con- or older, approximately 75% liked sweet
educational eslablishment of the templation. foods and almost 99% were regarded by
nation. In the humanities and in the their relatives as "talkative."
several fields of social inquiry espe- — — — — — — .
cially, "scientific models" would be Editor's Note: The full text of the foregoing "Viewing the recent campus dis-
relegated in application to those mat- '"̂ •l':«'*»- ^"^ /'l?''""^' "'", "PP'̂ " '" " '<"•'»•. turbances from a position of scholarly
ters of detail in which "fact-nonfact" ™'"""« '""" "' ^'"' ^""^'"^''' '̂•"™"' "^ ̂ P'""=''- detachment, it seems unusual if not
judgments are possible, and a "rhe- distressing that departments of speech
torical model" specifying that human bave not been uniquely identified with
valuation is all that men can attain the substantial amount of discussion
would control the analysis and pre- and communication that has surrounded
sentation of most major data and is- m^^^^^^^i^i^-^^^^^^mm^^^ the contemporary American political
sues in these branches of learning. To scene. As professionals in oral discourse
adopt such emphases in research, we should serve as the leaders in
teaching, and public affairs would be Spectra, a publication of the Speech initiating discussion, we should be the
revolutionary and would require ways Communication Association, is sent to agents for communication activity with-
of thinking, communicating, and all members in October, December, in the academic community, and we
evaluating scarcely noticed in Anglo- February, April, June and August. ought to be able to act effectively as
American thought since the so-called Annual subscription rate for non- mediating instruments when commu-
"Age of Enlightenment." members: $2.50. All comnnunications nication difficulties threaten the very

Should be addressed to the Editor, Wil- lives of our institutions." (James W.
A.nd you will seek, with me for the lism \A/orK, Sp66Cn CommuniCStion As~ Cyibson, in an editorial, C âmpus l^risis;
learning, the erudition, in our profes- sociation, Statler Hilton Hotel, New A Criticism," Central States Speech
sions to master the meaning of such a York, N.Y. 10001. Journal, Summer, 1970)


